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ABSTRACT 

This project name is Android - based toll payment system. Mainly, Drivers of many 

type of vehicle like bus, mini bus, taxi, truck, lorry truck, bikes etc. can create an 

account and easily can pay the toll bill in different flyovers and bridges.  There are 

many bridges and flyovers in different cities and highways. Most busy flyovers and 

bridges are Mayor- Hanif flyovers, Japan Bangladesh bridges, Bangabandhu Bridge 

etc. In these flyovers and bridges take toll bill manually. But it is not digitally. We can 

see, others developed country don’t use hand cash in toll bill. They used different type 

of payment gateway. So this project is digitally and drivers can pay toll bill by 

scanning a QR code. Mainly, this project has two parts. One part is for user 

application And Second part is for admin panel can control the transactions. This 

project will be very useful because it will reduce hand-cash billing system in flyovers 

and bridge. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The Project is an android based project. DigiTolling is a mobile application that is 

used to pay money using online payment method. First of all, when we design our 

project xml file, we have made some plan. Because, this application will use drivers 

of different vehicles. So, the UI design must be user friendly and the activity have to 

easily understandable. Basically this project is divided into two part. One part is user 

part that will be used by driver or user. And other part is for transaction control will 

be used by admin officers. User can login, registrations, scan and pay money by this 

application. Admin officer can control the transaction. If all is ok with payment he 

will give the permission for passing tollbar. It will be very useful to reduce hand-cash 

and retail money. 

1.2 Motivation 

Actually, when we journey by bike in a highway, that time we were facing some 

financial problem. Those time the toll man need to get money but have not any retail 

money to pay the bill. One day when we were in a journey by bus in Bangabandhu 

bridges then we also faced same problem. That’s why we are more stressed with this 

question. Since we noticed this issue, we tried to solve it at first level for us. The 

fundamental problem helped us ready for this application. At such a period, we found 

opportunities to help them by developing a mobile app where user can pay the bill 

online and easily without any sufferings. 

1.3 Objective 

The main goals under the android applications are: 

i. We want to reduce the suffering of hand-cash transactions. 

ii. We want to reduce the suffering of retail cash about toll bill. 

iii. A user-friendly interface where the drivers can easily login and registration for 

paying money for selected bridges and vehicles. 

iv. It is fully digital platform for paying money in online payment gateway. 

v. This helps precludes to waste time on retail cash misery. 
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vi. Drivers can add their vehicle type, vehicle color, plate no in their profile. 

vii. To promote, polite and very well organized bridge and flyover toll billing 

system. 

viii. It will make safe and comfortable our road journey. 

ix. User can see the transaction history. 

 

1.4 Expected Outcome 

We want to run this project from help in ICT division. We expect the result of our 

project to be completely correct and precise. The major infrastructure accessible for 

the toll charts in each bridge and flyover in this project. User should feel more 

comfortable paying toll bill by applying this application. In this time we want to work 

with government level of all bridge and flyover in full Bangladesh. We want produce 

at least 10,000 clients in one year. 

1.5 Report Layout 

A complete description of our process and related activities and terminology will be 

slowly provided in this mobile application. In chapter 1, we discuss about 

introduction, motivation, objectives, expect outcome of our project. In chapter 2, we 

discuss introduction, related work, comparative studies, scope of the problem and 

challenges. This chapter we talk about main focus and backdrop of the project. In 

chapter 3, we design and poised business process modeling, Requirement Collection 

and Analysis, Use case modeling and description, UML diagram and description, 

Logical data model, design requirement in our project. In chapter 4, we gives front 

end design, back end design and implementation requirement in our project. In 

chapter 5, we described implementation of firebase database, interaction, testing result 

and report of our project. In chapter 6, we described discussion and conclusion and 

limitation of this application. This chapter we talk about conclusion, future work and 

limitation of our project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background 

2.1 Introduction 

This is an android application which is online toll billing app, pay bill by android 

mobile scanning QR code and that’s reduce hand cash problem. In this project we 

worked some month or days in field level. We talk about our project with bus drivers, 

truck drivers, CNG drivers. They were very much interested to using this method or 

application. We described our project with some general people also. They were 

appreciated in this project. We stated to collect some information and toll bill list of 

each bridge. After completing our work in field level then we started our main flow of 

work. First of all we design front end and then started working in back end. Then we 

started admin panel work in web-based platform using firebase database [5]. We were 

so much excited for this project because we were facing this problem in bridges and 

flyovers. 

2.2 Related Work 

When we want to do that since one year ago this was very unique idea in Bangladesh 

scenarios. But few months ago, we noticed that nexus-pay Dutch Bangla bank have 

already generated a method for toll bill. When the vehicle passed away the toll plaza 

the system will take a photo and scan. The toll bill automatically paid. But this 

venture is not operates so popularly. Because of every driver have created a bank 

account and use his license and plate no data. This is not so easy method for drivers or 

users. But in our application user can create an account and can complete vehicle 

registration at a very short time. They will scan QR code by scanner in toll plaza then 

complete their payment easily. Have many type of payment gateway application in 

our country like b-Kash, nexus-pay. Dutch Bangla bank make a system on nexus pay 

application [1]. Drivers or users make an account in their bank then he pay bill of 

bridges. It is so much difficult. When we worked in field level and talk about many 

different drivers like CNG, minibus, bus, car, truck drivers they were not interested on 

Dutch Bangla systems. Because, they have to open a bank account. But in our 

application they can easily pay toll bill. So it is very easy for user or drivers [1]. 
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In other hand we see an application Info Talk toll calculator. The methodology of this 

app is select start and end location. Then show bridge and calculate money of this 

bridge. In this application used a Google map. Here, user can select start location and 

end location by Google map. When users selected start and end location then, the app 

algorithms create a route and show next bridges or flyovers [2]. 

2.3 Comparative Studies 

We have developed our project to use it as a fully android based application benefits 

to satisfy the fantastic aspect of the problem. Nexus-pay for toll billing application is 

very simple that is used same feature. And it is not suitable and user friendly for user. 

So it is not used properly. The user level is very low. Many people or user could not 

use this application for her creating bank account. In the toll plaza user can scan by 

QR code. Split Data form QR Code using scanner [8]. Then a list of vehicle 

categories and toll bill will display in android mobile. It is very simple and user 

friendly. Comparison between such features is well established. Also we see that 

some application also provide bad user functionality and terrible user interface design. 

But our application offer user friendly user interface design. We have unique 

properties that are not obtainable in any other application such as identification of 

phone numbers graphical views in our application. 

2.4 Scope of the Problem 

Student need to check for a lot of stuff, so they need to check other page or Google 

search. Yet accessing all the relevant document at a period is a very hard and its 

resource- consuming to do all those issue as well. So form this perspective, we want 

to build up a mobile application is very helpful that is payment gateway for user or 

drivers in bridges on her mobile in a single platform. Important and tough work is 

field work. Users were interesting about our project. But, some of user or drivers are 

not use smart phone. Then we described manual option will be ok. When we build our 

venture we need to so many field works. Simultaneously we need to spend in the toll 

place. We took about the toll list like bike 40 taka, small vehicle 120 taka and talk 

about the toll plaza man about our digital system. 
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2.5 Challenges  

When we have to do some task, certain difficulties must be faced. If we choose to 

build up our project, we take our option into consideration. Neither task can be 

smooth at all. Likewise, we will face certain obstacle in order develop of our project. 

Expenditure in the first phase is a big problem for us. Another problem we face in the 

suitable compilation of information. In this venture, when we work on admin panel, 

we faced some problem. The problem is user part android base and we connected 

firebase database. But our admin part is web based admin panel. We could connect 

MySQL database easily. But our user part was connected firebase database so we 

wanted to connected firebase database with admin panel. This was very tough for us. 

Quality and portrayal application depend on user interface design and payment 

method. Payment is tough for us. We based on user friendly service development with 

payment method in our project.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Requirement Specification 

The specific need state what a framework must be completed. The specific 

requirement state what should be done together to overcomes the association 

incentive. Specific requirement are specific many type of model like business process 

modeling, Use case diagram, UML diagram and description. 

3.1 Business Process Modeling 

The following figure 3.1, the activity begins by logging in. If the user already login 

then go home activity. When the user will complete login then he will go Menu 

activity. If user never login then he must be registration and login.  

 

Figure 3.1: Business Process Modeling of toll payment system 

Notification will be passed to admin panel. Admin can check bill. If the bill is valid 

then he will assign permission granted otherwise the process is a cancel. 
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3.2 Requirement Collection and Analysis 

For completing this application we used Android Studio Software. We use JAVA 

language to build this application. And for data store we use Firebase as it is secure 

and reliable. We also use many HTML parsing using Jsoup library for getting the 

from website. After doing all of that we tested to some user. We changed some of UX 

design part according to user choice. 

 

3.3 Use Case Modeling and Description 

The use case proofing is a useful tool for securing preconditions. This provides visual 

overviews of the brand system. Use case model is very useful for our digital tolling 

bill android base mobile application. The following figure 3.2, this has two actors one 

is User and others is Admin and nine use case. 

 

Figure 3.3: Use Case Modeling of toll payment system 
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3.4 UML Diagram and Description 

The following figure 3.3, UML diagram of toll payment system in framework, main 

classes are User and Admin. Others classes are login, registration, vehicle registration, 

scan, balance, payment, logout. User and admin can login and logout so that has a 

relation with user and admin. 

 

Figure 3.4:  UML Diagram of  toll payment system 

User has some of field that name, e-mail, password, NID number, Phone number. 

Here we use + sign that means it is public and we use – sign that means it is private. 

Methods are registration, login, vehicle registration, scan, check balance and payment 

in our project.  
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3.5 Logical Data Model 

All data will be linked to the database in the conceptual data model section. The data 

will be moved to the mobile from the server. Application will take all of data in 

firebase database. The logical database schema consisted primarily of a few 

components such as data object, identities key and the entity relationship. The security 

system of the application is good enough for the user. 

3.6 Design Requirements 

 We have an encryption in our process for our user. We have design and model 

user login, registration and vehicle registration. 

 We have design a model the user create an account by registration. We have a 

model the user register her g-mail or phone number authentication. 

 We design a model admin panel. He can login with username and password. 

 We make a pattern for user scanner by QR code scanner. 

 We make architecture for check balance for user in our project. 

 We have a layout for payment method by payment gateway. 

 We add to design permission declare by admin. 

 We also design a toll list chart and show data using firebase database. 

The user interface is designed using XML. Adobe PS used to design logo and icon 

photo design. We used draw.io online drawing tool for drawing business process 

modeling, Use case diagram, UML diagram, Flowchart, ERD diagram that are very 

helpful for our venture [9]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Design Specification 

4.1 Front End Design 

User interface development is the process of creating interfaces in software and 

electronic product with an emphasis on aesthetics and fashion. We are building a front 

end design that is easier for user to manage. We designed the front end architecture 

for all type of user who will able to controlling this application easily. We used XML 

front end architecture. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Screenshot of Our Application icon. 

 

This is our application icon. When we design our application icon, we think about our 

user. We designed our application icon by using adobe Photoshop and some online 

tool. These are very helpful for our icon designing. Our icon is very simple. 
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Step1: User Sign in Option 

The following figure 4.2, sign in layout, user can easily login via e-mail or mobile 

number to the digital tolling system application. We give here two types of sign in 

schemes, if any user does not have an e-mail address then he can sign in via mobile or 

he then register via e-mail address. If user doesn’t have any account of digital tolling, 

then he has to choose ‘not a user? Register’ option. Then he will get the register page. 

Step 2: Sign In with E-mail 

The following figure 4.3, user can sign in via email address. User must fill up to email 

address and password correctly. By entering the correct e-mail address and password 

section, the user can login if a user already has an account in digital tolling system. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 4.2: Screenshot of user Sign in option                     Figure 4.3: Screenshot of Sign In with E-mail 
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Step 3: Sign In with Phone Number 

The following figure 4.4, the phone number verification, first user have to his/her 

active mobile number and then an authentication code will be supplied by the system 

after check. This preserves and protects the security of the user. 

Step 4: Insert Phone Number with Country Codes 

In Step 4, the phone number authentication with various country codes, User must 

have to select his country code. If he lives in Bangladesh but he select India country 

code then he could not sign in by mobile number. 

 

  

 

Figure 4.4: Screenshot of Sign In With Phone number                Figure 4.5: Screenshot of country codes 
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Step 5: Phone Number Verification by OTP Code 

The following figure 4.6, If the user gives an active and open mobile number and 

click the continue button the application will send an OTP code from firebase store 

via his mobile number that is very secret. [3]. after set an OTP code then user must 

click sign in button. 

Step 6: User Sign up Option 

The following figure 4.7, there is two options for creating a new account. User can 

create a new account by his email or phone number. User can click only one option 

one is E-mail address other is phone number. Phone number must be active and email 

must be valid. 

 

  

 

Figure 4.6: Screenshot of Phone number verification by OTP       Figure 4.7: Screenshot of user sign up 
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Step 7: Create a New Account via E-mail 

The following figure 4.8, if you are not a user, you must register a new account in the 

digital tolling system application. User must be put her name, e-mail address, NID 

number, password and confirm password correctly. Then an account will create in his 

name. If user can register successfully then he will go to vehicle registration activity. 

Step 8: Vehicle Registration 

The following figure 4.9, when the user created an account by registration. Then he 

must have to fill up vehicle information. Have to put vehicle name, vehicle plate no, 

vehicle color. User must be selected vehicle type. 

 

  

 

Figure 4.8: Screenshot of Create a New Account            Figure 4.9: Screenshot of Vehicle Registration. 
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Step 9: Vehicle Category Selection 

The following figure 4.10, if the user put his vehicle information then he must have to 

select vehicle type. There are eleven type of vehicles. They are two- wheelers, auto 

rickshaw, car, SUV, microbus, pick-up vans, minibus, bus, truck, Lorrie truck, 

Lorries. 

Step 10: Home Page 

The following figure 4.11, in home page we designed card view in XML front end 

design. There are four part Scan, Toll list, and history and User profile. In toll list, 

user can see toll bill list. In scan method, user can easily scan and then go to next 

activity. In history, all the transactions of users will appear. In profile, user 

information can be shown. 

 

  

Figure 4.10: Screenshot of Vehicle Category Selection           Figure 4.11: Screenshot of Home page 
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Step 11: Sidebar Navigation 

The following figure 4.12, in sidebar navigation, we make a design for four options. 

They are home, profile, setting and sign out. When user wanted to go home and 

profile he must to be click home and profile bar. When user can sign out by the side 

bar navigation then he goes to log in activity. 

Step 12: Scan QR Code 

The following figure 4.13, when the user clicked scan method then open her mobile 

camera. In scan method user can scan by QR code. [4]. It is very simple and scanning 

time is very short less than one second. All the toll categories will include in the QR 

code and the scanner will just match the registered vehicle type. 

  

  

Figure 4.12: Screenshot of Sidebar Navigation                         Figure 4.13: Screenshot of Scan QR code 
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Step 13: Getting the Bill of Registered Vehicle Form QR Code 

The following figure 4.14, when the user will click on scan button then the mobile 

camera will open automatically. After completing QR code scan in toll plaza then he 

will get a bill for his vehicle type. Example in this screenshot we can see the toll bill 

is 15 taka.  

Step 14: Payment Method 

The following figure 4.15, this is payment method activity in digital tolling system 

application. When user already completed QR code scanning section and click pay 

option then he will come to this payment method. Here, we keep three options which 

are popular payment gateway like B-kash, Rocket, Nogod. 

 

  

 

Figure 4.14: Screenshot of Getting the Bill QR Code          Figure 4.15: Screenshot of Payment Method 
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Step 15: Payment Pending For Admin Confirmation 

The following figure 4.16, after selecting the payment option and clicking the pay 

button then user payment will go to admin panel for confirmation. Before that user 

payment will be in pending. User have to wait for the notification from admin. 

 

Step 16: Payment Confirm Notification  

The following figure 4.17 if everything is ok with the payment method, admin will 

give him confirmation. Then user will receive a popup confirmation notification and 

get the permission to cross the toll bar. 

 

  

 

Figure 4.16: Screenshot of Payment pending for admin confirmation              Figure 4.17: Screenshot of 

Payment Confirm Notification 
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Step 17: Payment Rejected Notification 

The following figure 4.18, if there is any problem with the payment method ex-user 

account have not the exact money to pay the toll bill then admin will reject his 

transaction. Then user will receive a notification that his payment is rejected. Then he 

or she cannot go to his/her destination because transaction will not done or rejected. 

Step 18: Toll Bill List of Bridges 

The following figure 4.19, user can see the toll list of the vehicles for his known. He 

will also get update if there will any change in any toll bill. He also known bridge 

name and how much amount of taka pay for toll bill. We collect this toll bill list from 

Bangladesh Bridge Authority website [7]. 

 

  

Figure 4.18: Screenshot of Payment Rejected Notification           Figure 4.19: Screenshot of toll bill list. 
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Step 19: History of Toll Bill Transaction 

The following figure 4.20, in history option, user can see all the transaction he has 

done before with that time and Date. In history list user can see transaction Id, type, 

Plate No., and the bill her paid. It is very helpful and best review of bridge because it 

has vehicle name like Toyota, Transaction Id, Type of vehicle, plate No of vehicle, 

bill of bridge, time and date. 

Step 20: User Profile 

The following figure 4.21, in profile option, user can see his profile details. In future 

we will give an update. In this update user can edit his profile information. In future 

we will add user phone number, vehicle name, vehicle color, plate no of vehicle. 

 

  

Figure 4.20: Screenshot of history of toll bill transaction              Figure 4.21: Screenshot of user profile 
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Step 1: Login Page of Admin Panel in Web Application 

The following figure 4.22, this is Login page of admin panel and that is our second 

part in our digital tolling system application. This page is designed by html, CSS for 

frontend design. And in backend developed by raw PHP. Admin can easily login by 

his username and password. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.22: Screenshot of Login Page on Admin panel in web application 

 

This is login page of admin panel in digital tolling system application. The selected 

admin must put into a username and password. Then he click in login button. Here we 

use html, CSS codes. We designed this login page by html and CSS. We concern 

about our design because we want to make a simple design for our admin. So, we 

want to make a simple design and most user friendly for our admin. We use some 

logo or icon in login page on Admin panel in Web application. When admin forget 

password then he have to click forget password and next process. 
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Step 2: Transaction List of Admin Panel 

The following figure 4.23, this is transaction list of admin panel that was design by 

html, CSS in web application. Here, a table and field are vehicles name, transaction 

id, plate no, type, paid bill, action. When user already clicked pay option then vehicle 

name, transaction id, plate no, type, paid bill will appear in this list. If user paid bill 

correctly then admin will confirm button, user get a notification ‘payment 

successfully, can go now’. Here we show data form firebase database in web panel 

[6]. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.23: Screenshot of Transaction List on Admin panel in web application 

 

In step 2, we design this page by using html and CSS and back-end raw PHP. When 

user pay bill, admin can see paid bill, vehicle name, transaction id, type, plate no and 

action. In action, has confirm and reject button. If admin click confirm button then 

user get a notification ‘payment successfully and you can go’. If admin click reject 

button then user get a notification ‘payment is not successfully’ so you cannot go. 
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4.2 Back- End Design 

Back end is a segment that function under the programs but only the developer can 

see it, the user don’t have understand and will not able see this. In reality front end 

design just a way to connect with the user but the user could not see and never see 

how the systems work. It’s a harder to back end portion of an android application. For 

back end development, we use java. And the admin panel, we used PHP in our 

system. We must make sure our back end development its good enough to protest 

customer information. The real-time firebase is used for the storage of the cloud 

hosted data to the storage of data. We are use Firebase database [5] in our application. 

4.3 Interaction Design and UX 

Interaction modeling is a topic that controls the communication of a device and the 

user. The mechanism that identify the user problem, that discover the outcomes are 

actually interaction design. We designed our UX architecture is very simple. We 

could discover the greater commitment depends on the simple design of UX at 

different site. So we made it very simple and user friendly for the user. The 

satisfaction of user is important to us. 

4.4 Implementation Requirements 

We used various type types of tools attributes, components to build ours digital tolling 

system application. The use of this tool has made this device easily accessible and 

valuable to people. We had to work a lot for correct implementation. We had to 

explore different kind of java programming. It was UX model that we had to think. 

We have taken a long time to model appropriately and clearly. JDK, android studio, 

real-time firebase and the firebase database are used. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Implementation and Testing 

5.1 Implementation of Database 

We have made every effort to ensure the security and management of application in 

the database. We create our database with the quick response to Google firebase. 

Hopefully we will create a secured and stable database. Include all type of data that 

are register in our context process. We will progressively make the database safer. We 

were implemented real time database with very fast response [5]. 

5.2 Implementation of Front-end Design 

The forehead start was created with XML design. We focused mainly UI architecture 

in the front-end. SDKs for computer character control are used. We still strive to be 

straightforward in UI development for interactive application and seek other 

component design to make the request beautiful. We implement very simple design 

for user interaction and user friendly. In this, we use tool for UI design. 

5.3 Implementation of Interactions 

An element and communication between those components is defined by a computer 

system design. All data from the database is named in our plan and transferred to 

application. That’s why our mobile application is lighter. Interaction can be found 

nearly everywhere. User can get service from app on the digital tolling system with 

the admin panel is mainly regulated. We successfully execute our application and the 

communication between our applications and user is very remarkable. 

5.4 Testing Implementation 

After the task, we have tested and successfully completed our project. Transfer data 

adequately. When we acted a user and put a data in our application then the data is 

transfer to database properly. Our test results are appropriate but we work hard to 

make them more precise.  
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5.5 Test Results and Repots 

The reports are necessary to formally represents test results and to quickly calculate 

the results. We present the test case, test data, predicted outcomes, current output, and 

eventually find out what our application is looking for. The test result 96 percent that 

we are pleased with. Hope, we are going to be more successful. Main testing results 

are simple to use application, improve contact user interaction, reduces hand cash and 

retail money, save times. 

 

Table 5.5: Test Case for Project on Secure Messaging 

Test 

Case 

Test Input Expected 

Outcome  

Actual 

Outcome 

Result Tested 

On 

1.Install 

Applicati

on 

Tested on Various –  

1. Jelly Bean (4,1-

4.3.1) 

2. KitKat (4.4-

4.4.4) 

3. Lollipop (5.5-

5.0.2) 

4. Marshmallow 

(6.0) 

5. Nougat (7.0-7.1) 

6. Oreo (8.0-8.1) 

7. Pie (9.0) 

 

Successfully 

install all 

those 

versions. 

Install 

successful 

Passed 28.10.20

19 
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusion and Future Scope 

6.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

This project would make our life comfortable and easier on the road. We have to face 

a lot of problems. Most of the drivers like bus, minibus, truck, CNG are illiterate. But 

interesting part is most of driver are using smart phone and control many type of 

application. However the UI design of this app is very simple and user friendly so, 

there was no problem running this application. We can see most of time driver pay 

cash on hand and toll man collect this cash then he input it on his computer. Our 

applications solve the hand to hand cash problem. Users pay money by online 

payment gateway. It reduces hand-cash problem and retail money. Toll man or admin 

will not have to input data. Because the user fill up vehicle registration and click 

payment button then the projected payment show on admin panel. We have few 

tagging policies that can disperse our venture so rapidly. We would like to 

progressively spread all bridges and flyover in Bangladesh, at 1st stage in particularly 

in Dhaka city. This project was designed to explain all the following elements and 

activities during the application development. There are many bridge and flyovers in 

different city and highway. Most busy flyovers and bridges are Mayor- Hanif 

flyovers, Japan Bangladesh bridges, Bangabandhu Bridge etc. In these flyovers and 

bridge take toll bill has been manually. But it is not digitally. So this project is 

digitally and drivers can pay toll bill in our digital tolling- an android based mobile 

application. We talk about our project with bus driver, truck driver, CNG driver, lorry 

truck driver. They were very much interested to using this method or application. We 

described our project with some general people. They were appreciated in this project. 

We stated to collect some information and toll bill list of each bridge. After 

completing our work in field level then we started our main flow of work. First of all 

we design front end and then started design in back end. Then we started admin panel 

work in web-based platform using firebase database. We were so much excited for 

this project because we were facing this problem in bridge and flyovers. There are 

some extra facilities for the users that they will be able where he or she drove by 

vehicle.  
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The application will improve and give better performance by more users or drivers. . 

More use and more feedback allow to gives more accurate information. It will help to 

reach to user effortlessly and effectively. Many challenges have to be confronted 

when we do many functions. We consider our choice into account when we choose to 

construct our design. Any task can at all be seamless. In addition, to build our 

endeavor we must face other obstacles. Our project is based on user-friendly design of 

products with payment methods. 

Limitations of Our application 

As with all applications, ours application also have some limitation. Those obstacles 

will be solved in the future. Some of the most significant drawbacks are: 

 The application must be connected to the internet. So without a strong internet 

connection, the user could not coordinate our proposal. 

 Developed by two platform mobile application and web application. 

 Some data are very sensitive one of them is NID number. So we have an extra 

security for our application. 

 Several function or characteristic must be updated. 

 We only dropped English in our application and should keep a Bangla version. 

 All of users are drivers. Most of drivers are illiterate. 

6.2 Scope for Future Developments 

Our plan can be built in the future in many ways. Scopes for future development write 

bellow: 

1. We are going to work on all bridges and flyovers in Bangladesh. 

2. We are going to offer our own program of protections. 

3. In future we will be doing our project on IOS. 

4. In future we will connect with Arduino in our venture. 

5. When admin will click confirm button then call Arduino by http call. Lastly, 

the toll plaza will open by Arduino. 

6. We want to work with government level. 

7. We are going to build our own user database system. 
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8. In future we will find our application is English language as well as Bengali 

language. 

9. We will try our best for how to be more users friendly in future. 

10. For addition our application requires more capacity that we attach this to our 

larger database system. 

11. We want to work with ICT division by this venture. 

12. We want to a large IT company in basic level. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Project Reflection 
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